LLC
14810 Linden Ave. N.

Shoreline, WA 98133

(206) 363-0859

2/6-11 JUNEAU FORESTS & GLACIERS
Juneau was originally a gold rush city, actually named
after one of its early prospectors Joe Juneau. This area
was originally inhabited by the Tlingit First Nations
people. The Tlingit “people of the tides” were an
artistic people which interestingly believed in a
matrilineal kinship system. So offspring belonged to
the mother’s clan. This is the capitol city of the State of Alaska but its population is only one
tenth that of Anchorage so it has a small town feel. This coastal town is the primary port of call
for Glacier Bay tours, which can be done in a day from town. The closest ocean calving glacier
is just north of town, and accessible by city bus. The Mendenhall Glacier visitor center is here
with many hikes and view points and whale sightings are common. The numerous other
attractions in town include the hatchery and aquarium, the mining museum, and the city
historical and cultural museum. For the first time visitor is also the Mt. Roberts Tramway
which lifts you 2,000’ above this fjord town for beautiful vistas of the Tongass National
Rainforest and southeastern Alaska. Now this being Alaska there is also the extraordinary
popularity of Nordic skiing. Perhaps this is because of the long snowy winters when running
shoes and bicycles just don’t cut it for exercise, or perhaps
Alaska is just our continent's Norway. Whatever it is there
are ski opportunities everywhere. There are a dozen ski
trails near town ranging from skate groomed in city parks,
to ungroomed tours into the Tongass Rainforest. We might
even find some skiing to be done on the Mendenhall, or
perhaps set up a dog sled ride on the massive glacier.
Provided: transit, airfare, lodging. Dates 2/6-11 Cost $988
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